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Overview

This document is intended to assist users who are new to using the MIMXRT1050-EVK 
board. It assumes some fami1iarity with creating and debugging projects with MCUXpresso 
IDE v10.1. It is a1so assumes an SDK for the MIMXRT1050-EVK board has been insta11ed into 
MCUXpresso IDE, and the LinkServer/CMSIS-DAP debug connection wi11 be used for a11 
debug operations. 

For more information on using MCUXpresso IDE, p1ease see the MCUXpresso IDE User 
Guide.

Note: this is a guide only and not intended as a defniite document 

Read Me First

It has come to our atention that new boards are shipping with an image in flash 
(hyperflash)e that when run can prevent a successfu1 debug connection. Therefore, it is 
strong1y recommended that the flash is erased. 

To erase this flash, p1ease fo11ow the procedure described in the Troub1eshooting section at 
the end of this document before any other debug operations are atempted. 

P1ease a1so refer to the section DAPLink Firmware version  to ensure your board is 
programmed with the correct debug probe frmware.
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Overview of Board features related to Debug
 
Be1ow is a photo of the MIMXRT1050-EVK board with key e1ements numbered and 
described:

1. J1 - Link position for board powered eaterna11y (see 5)e. If the LED is not 1it, the board 
is not powered.

2. J1 - Link position for board powered via the OpenSDA DAPLink debug probe 
connection (see 4)e. If the LED is not 1it, the MCU is not powered.

3. SW7 - DIP switches to se1ect boot options. Initia11y this shou1d be set for boot from 
Hyperflash: so set as 1-of, 2-on, 3-on, 4-of.

4. J28 - OpenSDA DAPLink (CMSIS-DAP)e connection (see 2)e. This is the recommended 
debug connection for initia1 use.

5. J2 - Eaterna1 power connection. If used, this shou1d be 5v, centre +ve, and J1 set (see 
1)e. This a11ows the power to the board to be contro11ed via switch SW1.

6. 10 way JTAG sty1e connection for use with eaterna1 debug probes such as the LPC-
Link2. Eaterna1 debug probes wi11 typica11y show signifcant1y faster debug operations
than the onboard OpenSDA debug probe.

7. J27 – OpenSDA Boot1oader se1ection. Set jumper 1-2 for boot1oader mode, 2-3 for 
OpenSDA debug.

8. SW4 – Reset for use with OpenSDA frmware programming when J27 is set 1-2.
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Debug Connecton

For initia1 use, we recommend using the OpenSDA USB connection (see 4 above)e for the frst
debug operation(s)e.
 
Boards are de1ivered with DAPLink debug probe frmware (CMSIS-DAP)e pre-programmed 
into the OpenSDA hardware (p1ease a1so see DAPLink Firmware version be1ow)e. 

Once an OpenSDA USB connection has been made (on Windows)e, 'Devices and Printers' wi11 
show the devices as be1ow:

This connection can a1so power the board if the J1 1ink is set to the mid position (see point 2 
in Board features above)e. 

Note: if this link is set correctly, the LED next to J1 will light green. If the LED is not lit, the 
MCU will not be powered and debug will fail, resuling in an error similar to that below:
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DAPLink Firmware version

Some of the initia1 shipments of boards contain a version of DAPLink frmware which has 
known issues. To check the version on your board, simp1y make a USB connection to the 
OpenSDA USB connection (as described above)e and open a f1er window on the EVK-
MIMXRT drive.

Open the f1e DETAILS.TXT on this drive and confrm the ‘Interface Version:’ is 0244 or 
greater.

If this is not the case, then the frmware shou1d be updated fo11owing the procedure 
detai1ed be1ow.

Updatng the DAPLink frmware

From MCUXpresso IDE go to He1p -> Additiona1 resources -> OpenSDA Firmware Updates, 
this wi11 open a web page ‘OPENSDA: OpenSDA Seria1 and Debug Adapter’. From this page, 
1ocate the dropdown and se1ect the MIMXRT 1050-EVT board.

Down1oad the 1atest DAPLink binary – at the time this document was created this reports as 
DAPLink v0244.

To insta11 the frmware, fo11ow the procedure be1ow:

1. Power of the board
2. Locate J27- identifed in the board features as (7)e. 

a. Set the J27 Jumper between pins 1 and 2 (this is the 1ower position with the 
board oriented as the photograph above)e. 

3. Press and ho1d SW4 – identifed in the board features as (8)e.
4. Connect a USB cab1e to the OpenSDA connector
5. Re1ease SW4
6. Open a f1er window and observe a drive 1abe11ed MAINTENANCE appears:
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7. Open this drive and drag the previous1y down1oaded frmware onto the f1er window
a. The f1er window shou1d c1ose when the frmware update has comp1eted

8. Eject the device
9. Power of the board
10. Restore the J27 Jumper to between pins 2-3 (this is the upper position with the 

board oriented as the photograph above)e.

Now confrm the updated version number as described at the beginning of this section. 

Memories

Be1ow is a 1ist of the usab1e memories on this MCU and board. Some, or a11 of these regions 
wi11 be visib1e within an MCUXpresso IDE project's Memory Confguration Editor (as be1ow)e: 

Note: By default, projects will be linked to the frst  ash memory in this list and use the frst 
RAM region for data, heap and stack. Howeter, the SDK (projects and examples) may select 
a subset of these memories and/or change their order to control linkage (and also oterride 
default linkage using the LinktoRAM feature – see later). 

External Flash (Hyperfashh at 0x60000000n This 64MB device is board memory eaterna1 to 
the MCU. Programming of this device is provided by a flash driver ca11ed MIMXRT1050-
EVK_S26KS512.cfa (for LinkServer CMSIS-DAP debug connections)e. On reset, (if SW7 is set 
for F1ash Boot)e the BootROM wi11 interrogate this device and atempt to identify a specifc 
image header, if found, the header data wi11 be used to confgure its operation (and a1so 
initia1ise the SDRAM)e. If a correct header is not found, this device wi11 be unavai1ab1e. 

Code can be run direct1y from this F1ash, this is known as Eaecute in P1ace (XIP)e. This F1ash 
can be cached by the MCU.

The term XIP is used to diferentiate from an a1ternative boot strategy, where the BootROM 
wi11 re1ocate code (and data)e from flash for RAM eaecution. This mode of operation is not 
direct1y supported within MCUXpresso IDE v10.1. 
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SDRAM at 0x8000000: This 32MB device is board memory eaterna1 to the MCU. This RAM 
b1ock must be initia1ised before it can be used. An XIP F1ash header contains the data for the
BootROM to use to initia1ise this RAM memory. A1ternative1y, if a project is targeted to run 
from this RAM, a debug Script can be run to initia1ise this device. Note: If this iniialisaion 
does not occur, then the RAM will not be atailable and a debug operaion targeing this 
memory will fail!. 

Code can be run direct1y from this RAM. This RAM can be cached by the MCU.
 
SRAM_OC at 0x20200000. This 256KB device is on chip SRAM. This memory shou1d a1ways 
be avai1ab1e. 
 
SRAM_ITC at 0x0n This 128KB device is on chip SRAM, and tight1y coup1ed to the MCU and 
wi11 'seen' by the CPU before the cache, therefore the contents of this RAM wi11 not cached. 
This RAM wi11 provide the best performance for program eaecution, data access from this 
device may see pena1ty cyc1es.
 
SRAM_DTC at 0x20000000.: This 128KB device is on chip SRAM, and tight1y coup1ed to the 
MCU and wi11 'seen' by the CPU before the cache, therefore the contents of this RAM wi11 
not be cached. This RAM wi11 provide the best performance for data accesses, program 
eaecution from this device may see pena1ty cyc1es.
 
Note: More accurately, ightly coupled memories may be described to the MPU with 
cacheable atributes, howeter their contents will not actually be cached. They are intended 
to be used for code (and data) requiring the maximum performance (and minimum power - 
this is a complex area and will not be discussed further in this document).

For simp1icity, the user may fnd creating projects targeting one of the SRAM regions 
simp1ifes initia1 deve1opment.

Memory attributes and Cache(s)t

Comp1ea memory systems present considerab1e fleaibi1ity to any system designer and much 
of this detai1 is beyond the scope of this document. 

However it shou1d be understood that this MCU contains a cache designed to improve the 
system performance when accessing board memories (SDRAM and F1ash)e. Furthermore, 
memory regions can be assigned properties governing how memory access are treated 
inside that region by the CPU. 

A Memory Protection Unit (MPU)e is present on this MCU to contro1 these memory region 
properties. 

New and eaamp1e (board)e projects wi11 contain a function BOARD_ConfgMPU within the f1e
board.c . This function performs the MPU confguration for the various memory regions 
inc1uding cache setup and the eaact behaviour of this function is contro11ed by a number of 
defned symbo1s. 
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It is strongly recommended that (if usedh this functon is examined and understood to 
ensure the memory system is confgured as desired.
 

New Project Creatonn
 
The MCUXpresso IDE New Project wizard defau1ts to creating projects to eaecute in p1ace 
(XIP)e from the board HyperF1ash using the SDRAM for data.
 
1 – To create a New Project, C1ick 'New Project' to 1aunch the New Project Wizard:
 

2 - Ensure the EVK board is se1ected (otherwise board features wi11 not be avai1ab1e)e:

3 - C1ick Neat (accepting a11 the defau1t options)e:
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4 - Then c1ick Finish.
 
A new project (as be1ow wi11 be created)e. 

This is a 'He11o Wor1d' project/app1ication that wi11 eaecute (XIP)e from the Hyperflash 
memory using the frst RAM region (SDRAM)e for stack and g1oba1 data. This RAM region is 
used because the SDRAM is marked by the SDK as the frst RAM region for new projects 
(this can of course be changed)e. The SDRAM memory wi11 be initia1ised by the BootROM 
(using the data from the XIP boot header)e before being used by the app1ication.

New Project issues

For a project confgured to XIP from hyper flash, a defne XIP_EXTERNAL_FLASH shou1d a1so 
be created. This defne is used to se1ect some c1ock setup for the flash and change its MPU 
cacheab1e properties. Current1y, the SDK does not specify this defne for new projects.

Without this symbo1, the projects performance wi11 be reduced. 

A1so, for projects using the SDRAM, a defne SDRAM_MPU_INIT shou1d a1so be set since this
is used to determine the MPU properties for the SDRAM region. Current1y, the SDK does not
specify this defne for new projects.
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Without this symbo1, the projects performance wi11 be reduced. 

Note: A new project defne can be added in a number of ways, for example:

1. Select the project in the Project Explorer. 
2. From the QuickStart Panel -> Quick Setngs -> Defned Symbols
3. Click +, enter the new symbol
4. Click OK, OK

By defau1t, the stack wi11 be p1aced at the end of the frst RAM region, therefore in our 
eaamp1e project the stack wi11 grow down from 0a82000000. However, the memory 
properties (as set in the MPU)e for the 1ast 2MB of the SDRAM are not optima1 for stack 
operations. This prob1em can be corrected in a number of ways for eaamp1e:

1. Edit the project properties and re1ocate the stack from the End of the memory 
region, to instead fo11ow afer the project’s data – Post Data (as shown be1ow)e.

2. A1ternative1y, edit the MPU description of the SDRAM region within the f1e board.c 
by simp1y de1eting the Region 8 setngs (in b1ue)e.

#if defined(SDRAM_MPU_INIT)
    /* Region 7 setting */
    MPU->RBAR = ARM_MPU_RBAR(7, 0x80000000U);
    MPU->RASR = ARM_MPU_RASR(0, ARM_MPU_AP_FULL, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 
ARM_MPU_REGION_SIZE_32MB);    

    /* Region 8 setting */
    MPU->RBAR = ARM_MPU_RBAR(8, 0x81E00000U);
    MPU->RASR = ARM_MPU_RASR(0, ARM_MPU_AP_FULL, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
ARM_MPU_REGION_SIZE_2MB);   
#endif
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XIP How and Whyn

Traditiona11y a standard Cortea M app1ication image is programmed into an interna1 flash 
memory (of an MCU)e, this image is automatica11y eaecuted once the MCU is reset (a 
bootab1e flash)e. A1though essentia11y hidden from the user; when an MCU is reset, the frst 
code to run is (usua11y)e an interna1 BootROM, which is responsib1e for interna1 hardware 
setup and passing contro1 to the users app1ication in F1ash. From the perspective of the user 
however, it appears as though their app1ication is run immediate1y on reset. 
 
In the case of the RT1050, a11 flash memory is eaterna1 to the MCU and therefore unknown 
to the BootROM. For the BootROM to boot an image from this flash, some additiona1 
information must be supp1ied to a11ow flash initia1isation and optima1 confguration etc. The 
BootROM specifcation eapects this confguration data to be 1ocated in an 8KB header at the
start of the users image (app1ication)e. An XIP image supp1ies this information in an 8KB 
header at the start image itse1f. Once programmed into flash, this information can be read 
by the BootROM using basic subset of flash operations.

The New Project Wizard incorporates information to generate this header from temp1ate 
f1es 1ocated in the directory (aip)e. The f1es within this directory work in conjunction with 
our Managed Linker Script mechanism to create an appropriate header for this target flash 
device. 

Note: this image header will only be created if the image is linked to the start of Hyper ash 
at 0x60000000 (the new project default).

Project Debugn
 
To debug this new project, check the section at the start of this document and ensure the 
board is correct1y confgured and powered. Then simp1y se1ect the Project and from the 
Quickstart pane1, c1ick Debug. 
 
A probe discovery operation wi11 be performed, which shou1d 1ocate the on board DAPLink 
debug probe. Se1ect this and c1ick OK.
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The project wi11 bui1d and a debug operation wi11 commence. If a11 goes we11, you shou1d see 
the fo11owing Debug stack and the app1ication ha1ted on main()e. 

The debug operations are 1ogged (in the debug 1og)e and wi11 1ook as be1ow:

MCUXpresso RedlinkMulti Driver v10.1 (Nov  9 2017 16:45:39 - 
crt_emu_cm_redlink build 360)
Found chip XML file in 
C:/Users/peter/Documents/MCUXpressoIDE_10.1.1_599_rc1/workspace/MIMXRT1052x
xxxx_Project/Debug\MIMXRT1052xxxxx.xml
Reconnected to existing redlink server (PID 4294967295)
Connecting to probe 1 core 0 (server PID unknown) gave 'OK'
Probe Firmware: DAPLink CMSIS-DAP (ARM)
Serial Number:  0225000032254e45003f800bb52900373f31000097969900
VID:PID:  0D28:0204
USB Path: \\?\hid#vid_0d28&pid_0204&mi_03#8&39758f8c&0&0000#{4d1e55b2-f16f-
11cf-88cb-001111000030}
debug interface type      = <unknown> (DAP DP ID 0BD11477) over SWD
processor type            = Cortex-M7 (CPU ID 410FC270)
number of h/w breakpoints = 8
number of flash patches   = 0
number of h/w watchpoints = 4
Probe(0): Connected&Reset. DpID: 0BD11477. CpuID: 410FC270. Info: <None>
Debug protocol: SWD. RTCK: Disabled. Vector catch: Disabled.
Content of CoreSight Debug ROM(s):
RBASE E00FD000: CID B105100D PID 000008E88C ROM dev (type 0x1)
ROM 1 E00FE000: CID B105100D PID 04000BB4C8 ROM dev (type 0x1)
ROM 2 E00FF000: CID B105100D PID 04000BB4C7 ROM dev (type 0x1)
ROM 3 E000E000: CID B105E00D PID 04000BB00C ChipIP dev SCS (type 0x0)
ROM 3 E0001000: CID B105E00D PID 04000BB002 ChipIP dev DWT (type 0x0)
ROM 3 E0002000: CID B105E00D PID 04000BB00E ChipIP dev (type 0x0)
ROM 3 E0000000: CID B105E00D PID 04000BB001 ChipIP dev ITM (type 0x0)
ROM 2 E0041000: CID B105900D PID 04001BB975 ARCH 23B:4A13r0 CoreSight dev 
type 0x13 Trace Source - core
ROM 2 E0042000: CID B105900D PID 04004BB906 CoreSight dev type 0x14 Debug 
Control - Trigger, e.g. ECT
ROM 1 E0040000: CID B105900D PID 04000BB9A9 CoreSight dev type 0x11 Trace 
Sink - TPIU
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ROM 1 E0043000: CID B105F00D PID 04001BB101 System dev (type 0x0)
CM7 Rev. 0.0  DTCM: 512KB  ITCM: 512KB
LoUU: Level 2: LoC: Level 2
Level 1 Cache Type: Instruction+Data
ICache 32K: WT: Y WB: Y RA: Y WA: Y NumSets:  512 Assoc:   2 LineSize:  8
DCache 32K: WT: Y WB: Y RA: Y WA: Y NumSets:  256 Assoc:   4 LineSize:  8
Inspected v.2 External Flash Device on SPI using SPIFI lib MIMXRT1050-
EVK_S26KS512S.cfx
Image 'MIMXRT1050-EVK_S26KS512SOct 19 2017 16:37:47'
Opening flash driver MIMXRT1050-EVK_S26KS512S.cfx
Sending VECTRESET to run flash driver
flash variant 'S26KS512S' detected (64MB = 256*256K at 0x60000000)
Closing flash driver MIMXRT1050-EVK_S26KS512S.cfx
NXP: MIMXRT1052xxxxx
Connected: was_reset=true. was_stopped=false
MCUXpressoPro Full License - Unlimited
Awaiting telnet connection to port 3331 ...
GDB nonstop mode enabled
Opening flash driver MIMXRT1050-EVK_S26KS512S.cfx (already resident)
Sending VECTRESET to run flash driver
Writing 31788 bytes to address 0x60000000 in Flash
Erased/Wrote page  0-0 with 31788 bytes in 1405msec
Closing flash driver MIMXRT1050-EVK_S26KS512S.cfx
Flash Write Done
Flash Program Summary: 31788 bytes in 1.40 seconds (22.09 KB/sec)
Starting execution using system reset and halt target
Stopped: Breakpoint #1

SDK Examplesn
 
The SDK is supp1ied with a number of eaamp1es, however current1y on1y one of these 
(he11o_wor1d_aip)e has been created to eaecute in p1ace (XIP)e from Hyperflash.  Since this 
eaamp1e requires IO operations (via semihosting or UART)e, it isn’t we11 suited to 
demonstrating XIP in action. 
 
To see that an image is actua11y eaecuting from flash, a simp1e LED b1inky is a far beter 
choice. The SDKs contains a LED b1inky eaamp1e ca11ed ‘gpio_1ed_output’ which by defau1t 
runs from a RAM region; however, this can be converted to XIP operation (which wi11 be 
discussed 1ater in this document)e. First, the eaamp1e must be imported.
 
Importng the examplen

 
From the QuickStart pane1 se1ect the Import SDK eaamp1e wizard. Ensure the Board is 
se1ected as in the previous wizard and c1ick Neat.
 
Use the Fi1ter to quick1y 1ocate the required eaamp1e. Type '1ed' as shown be1ow: 
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C1ick Finish. The Project Eap1orer wi11 1ook as be1ow:

This project can be debugged as is and you shou1d see the board’s LED flash - however, since
this project down1oads to RAM,  once the board is switched of, the RAM image wi11 be 1ost.

Before moving onto XIP conversion etc. some discussion regarding RAM projects and debug 
is needed.

Resetsn

When is a reset not a reset ... 

The standard way a project is debugged is for the MCU to be reset (by the debug probe)e and
debug contro1 made via an automatic breakpoint set on main()e. This scheme though wi11 
on1y work if the app1ication being debugged can be 1aunched via the BootROM. In our case 
above, that wou1d be an XIP image in Hyperflash with a correct header to describe the wor1d
and initia1ise the hyper flash.

However, it can a1so be usefu1 to deve1op and debug app1ications running direct1y in a RAM 
region. For this to work the debugger must sti11 gain contro1 of the eaecuting code i.e. via a 
breakpoint on main()e again, but a rea1 reset cannot be used since this wi11 run the BootROM 
and this wi11 contro1 the boot process and not 1ead us to our RAM 1ocation ... Instead for 
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RAM projects, the debugger wi11 issue a virtua1 reset using the type SOFT. A SOFT reset type, 
simu1ates some parts of a rea1 reset inc1uding setng up the PC, SP, PSR etc. However since 
this is not a rea1 reset, the MCU hardware can inherit some setup from its (pre reset)e wor1d, 
for eaamp1e mu1tip1eaing, RAM and/or FLASH confgurations.  Note: This may be benefcia1, 
but may a1so cause prob1ems or confusion if not we11 understood. 

SDK projects that target RAM use this SOFT reset mechanism. 

Note: A project running from RAM may not restart successfully since Global data may only 
hate the intended iniial talues on the frst execuion. This is a consequence of the 
mechanism and not a fault as such. The expected result can be achieted by using the 
QuickStart ‘Terminate, Build and Debug’ feature.

Building and Debugging Projects for RAMn

Most SDK eaamp1e projects (for the iMX RT1050)e are confgured to 1ink to RAM. This has 
been achieved using an MCUXpresso IDE feature that ensures any defned F1ash region is 
ignored by the Linker resu1ting in an image being 1inked to the frst defned RAM region.

Note: As of the ime of wriing of this document, SDK examples that target RAM execuion 
appear to target the DTCM RAM region at 0x20000000 using the SOFT reset type. They also 
make use of the abote 'Link to RAM' feature while not actually including the defniion of 
any Flash region - this feature is only intended for the case where  ash is also present and is 
redundant if no  ash is defned and may lead to user confusion (see the secion below for 
more informaion).

Using the SDRAM region

The TCM and OC memories shou1d a1ways be present when the part is powered on. 
However, the 1argest RAM on this board is the 32MB SDRAM. As mentioned above, this 
RAM is confgured by the XIP header code for F1ash projects - but for RAM projects to use 
this RAM area an a1ternative initia1isation scheme is needed. 

Note: If you wish to target the SDRAM region, this must be the frst RAM region defned in 
the projects memory confguraion. If a  ash region is also defned, the Link applicaion to 
RAM opion must also be set.
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LinkServer debug operations can run script f1es at the debug connect stage and a1so at the 
debug reset stage. In this situation, a connect script can be used to enab1e the SDRAM - 
therefore making this avai1ab1e for an image to down1oad into the RAM (at 0a80000000)e.  
Such a script 1050RT_SDRAM_Init.scp. 

The appropriate script can be dropped direct1y into the project fo1der (as be1ow)e or copied 
into the product itse1f at <insta11 dir>/ide/bin/Scripts.

To use the Script, edit the eaisting LinkServer Launch confguration (doub1e c1ick)e and c1ick 
inside the Connect Script Va1ue fe1d to browse for the Script.  Se1ect the Script and c1ick OK.

Note: to create a new launch confguraion either perform a debug operaion tia a 
LinkSerter/CMSISDAP probe or right click on the project and select Launch Confguraions -> 
Create new... -> MCUXpresso IDE LinkSerter ...

When run, the script wi11 cause the fo11owing output in the connections Debug 1og. 

============= SCRIPT: 1050RT_SDRAM_Init.scp =============
Setup SDRAM
Clock Init Done
SDRAM Init Done
============= END SCRIPT ================================

and of course SDRAM memory wi11 be avai1ab1e for image down1oad.

Note: For projects targeing the SDRAM, the defne SDRAM_MPU_INIT should be set, 
otherwise this memory region will not be cached - so leading to reduced performance. This 
defne is used within the fle board.c.
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SDK Examplesn Convertng a RAM project to XIP from Flashn
 
Project bui1t to run from RAM wi11 of course be 1ost if power is removed however they can 
be converted to run from F1ash (XIP)e by fo11owing the procedure out1ined be1ow.

There are three (or four!)e steps to convert an image for XIP from F1ash.
 
1 - Change the projects memory confguration to inc1ude the HyperF1ash region and add a 
flash driver.
 
Right c1ick on the project and se1ect Properties -> C/C++ Bui1d -> MCU setngs -> Edit
C1ick Add F1ash

The hyper flash on this board is 1ocated at 0a60000000 and is 64MB in size.

Enter the new Location address at 0a60000000, and the Size as 0a400000 (or 64M)e, then 
c1ick in the Driver fe1d to se1ect the flash driver 'MIMXRT1050-EVK_S26KS512S.cfa. Noten Be
sure to click outside of the edited feld (i.e. inside a blank feldh to ensure the edit 
completes. 
 
Your memory confguration wi11 1ook 1ike be1ow:
 
Noten the frst RAM (SRAM Data TCM in this caseh will automatcally be used for the 
project's stack and global memory usage. The order of the memory regions can be 
changed using the right hand (up/downh butons if required. 
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C1ick OK.

2 - Add the XIP f1es.

To add XIP f1es to a project,  se1ect the Project and then c1ick the Manage SDK Components 
as shown be1ow:

3 - Add the symbo1 defnition(s)e as discussed above.
 
Right c1ick on the project and se1ect Properties -> C/C++ Bui1d -> Setngs -> Preprocessor -> 
c1ick + and add the new defne - XIP_EXTERNAL_FLASH

Note: If hyper ash is used, the defne SDRAM_MPU_INIT should also be made
 
4 – Restore Linkage to F1ash (if required)e.
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For projects bui1t to eaecute from F1ash (the historica11y norma1 case)e - there is a quick 
setng that can be used to force a project to instead 1ink against the frst RAM bank. The 
SDK is causing this feature to be set even when no F1ash is confgured. Hence when the 
project is rebui1t, it wi11 1ink sti11 to RAM even though we have just defned a F1ash region. 
 
To restore 1inkage to F1ash:
 
Right c1ick on the project and se1ect Properties -> C/C++ Bui1d -> Setngs -> Managed Linker 
Scripts -> Uncheck - Link app1ication to RAM

Now, debug this app1ication as before:
 
You shou1d see the PC stopped at a Hyperflash address i.e. in the 0a60000000 range as 
be1ow:

Note: as discussed abote, projects targeing RAM will use a SOFT reset type.  This reset type 
is assumed by the IDE to be the default for RAM projects howeter, some examples may 
explicitly set this reset type within the launch confguraion.  Therefore, if a RAM based 
project already has a launch confguraion this SOFT reset type may remain afer the 
contersion to XIP. The simplest way to fx this problem is to delete any exising launch 
confguraion from the project and allow a new one to be automaically re-created. 
Alternaitely, it can be edited and the SOFT opion remoted leating no entry for reset type. 

Finally, the real test... 

 
Switch of power to the board (or unp1ug the OpenSDA debug connection)e. Remember to 
ensure the DIP switch (SW7)e is set boot from Hyperflash, then reapp1y power. The board 
shou1d boot the image and the LED shou1d flash!
 
Note: although this example uses semihosing for print, there is a handler included to 
ensure the example runs without debug support. 
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Troubleshootng

Erasing the Hyperfash

 
If for any reason a 'bad' app1ication is programmed into flash and the BootROM boots this 
image, the resu1ting eaecuted code may afect the part in such a way that prevents new 
debug operations succeeding. Shou1d this occur, the fo11owing operation shou1d recover the 
situation.
 

1. Power of the board. 
2. Change the DIP switch (SW7)e to prevent booting from hyperF1ash e.g. set 1- on.
3. Use the GUI F1ash Programmer to Erase the data in hyperF1ash

 to do this, se1ect a project that is confgured for XIP from flash (e.g. a New 
project as described above)e and c1ick the GUI flash programmer icon (the 
chip)e:

 

4. Se1ect the probe as for a norma1 debug operation, then ensure the 'Erase flash 
memory' tab is se1ected. C1ick the 'Mass erase' radio buton and then c1ick  OK

5. This wi11 cause a mass erase of the hyper flash, 1eading to the fo11owing dia1ogue.
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Remember to restore the DIP switch (SW7)e to set boot from Hyperflash and a1so power 
cyc1e the board.  Neat time the board boots, the BootROM wi11 identify the F1ash as erased 
and avoid running any flash image.

Debug performance

You may observe s1ower than eapected debug performance (stepping etc.)e particu1ar1y 
when using the DAPLink OpenSDA debug connection. 

The de1ay you see is re1ated to the conservative cache hand1ing performed by the debugger 
to maintain coherency between it and the MCU. Since coherency issues rare1y occur you can
remove this hand1ing a1together by editing a projects 1aunch confguration.

Under "Addition options", you shou1d see:
 
--no-packed --cachelib libm7_cache.so
 
Edit the "Additiona1 options" to remove the cache p1ugin 1eaving on1y:
 
--no_packed
 
Furthermore, whi1e the OpenSDA debug circuit provided on this board is convenient, faster 
debug so1utions are avai1ab1e. NXP’s LPC-Link2 debug probe wi11 provide a signifcant 
increase in debug performance for a 1ow cost. 

SDRAM

 
A further fna1 thought. Since the BootROM in conjunction with the XIP header - confgures 
and enab1es the SDRAM... this area of memory shou1d not be used un1ess a mechanism for 
enab1ing the SDRAM is provided (via the supp1ied LinkServer script)e.
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